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I.

Introduction

The staff of the Federal Trade Commission’s (“FTC”) Bureau of Consumer Protection
(“BCP”) (hereafter “BCP staff’) appreciate this opportunity to comment 1 on the Consumer
Product Safety Commission’s (“CPSC”) Notice of Public Hearing and Request for Written
Comments (“RFC”) on The Internet of Things and Consumer Product Hazards. 2 Among other
things, the RFC seeks comment on existing Internet of Things (“IoT”) safety standards, how to
prevent hazards related to IoT devices, and the role of government in the effort to promote IoT
safety.
The market for Internet-connected devices—ranging from light bulbs to smart TVs to
wearable fitness trackers—is flourishing. The rapid proliferation of such devices in recent years
has been truly remarkable, with an estimated 8.4 billion IoT devices in use in 2017—a 31%
increase from 2016. 3 And this trend promises to continue: it is estimated that 55 billion IoT
devices will be installed around the world by 2025. 4
This burgeoning marketplace offers enormous benefits to consumers—including many
products that offer safety benefits. 5 For example, IoT medical devices track health data that
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informs patients’ diagnosis and treatment. 6 Connected cars offer both safety and convenience
benefits, such as real-time notifications of dangerous conditions and smartphone starter and
sound-system control. 7 And home IoT devices called “water bugs” detect flooding in basements,
while other devices monitor energy use, identify maintenance issues, and remotely control
devices such as lights, ovens, and wine cellars. 8 Consumers also may purchase devices such as
Internet-connected locks, burglar alarms, cameras, and garage doors for their physical safety.
But such benefits may be foreclosed if IoT devices themselves are a hazard. Like any
other consumer product, IoT products might present hazards such as fires and burns, shock, and
chemical exposure. IoT devices might also create additional technology-related hazards
associated with the loss of a critical safety function, loss of connectivity, or degradation of data
integrity. 9 For example, a car’s braking systems might fail when infected with malware, 10
carbon monoxide detectors or fire alarms might stop working with the loss of connectivity, 11 and
corrupted or inaccurate data on a medical device might pose health risks to a user of the device. 12
Consumers’ physical safety could also be at risk if an intruder had access to a connected lock,
garage door, or burglar alarm.
Requiring IoT devices to have perfect security would deter the development of devices
that provide consumers with the safety and other benefits discussed above. 13 Conversely,
insecure devices can erode consumer trust if consumers cannot rely on the safety and security of
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their device. 14 Companies that manufacture and sell IoT devices must take reasonable steps to
secure them from unauthorized access. Poorly-secured IoT devices create opportunities for
attackers to assume device control, opening up risks that may include safety hazards. 15 For
example, hackers used the Mirai botnet—composed of IoT devices, such as IP cameras and
routers, infected with malicious software—to engage in a distributed denial of service (“DDoS”)
attack of unprotected residential building management systems in Finland. By blocking Internet
access, hackers sent these connected management systems into an endless cycle of rebooting,
leaving apartment residents with no central heating in the middle of winter. 16 Also, earlier this
year, researchers discovered vulnerabilities in Internet-connected gas station pumps that, when
remotely accessed, would allow hackers not only to steal credit card information but also change
the temperature and pressure in gas tanks, potentially causing explosions. 17
Although the request for comment specifically notes that the CPSC “will not address
personal data security or privacy implications of IoT devices,” security risks associated with IoT
devices may implicate broader safety concerns, not just privacy. For example, a criminal who
hacks into a connected-home network could not only collect information about consumers who
live in the house, but also could activate or deactivate home security devices, potentially causing
threats to personal safety. 18 A company setting up a program to address security risks on its IoT
device should take measures to secure that device from hackers, for both privacy and safety
issues. Through this comment, BCP staff shares some of its expertise in promoting IoT device
security, and makes certain recommendations to the CPSC. The recommendations focus on
three issues: (1) best practices for predicting and mitigating against security hazards; (2) the
process for encouraging consumers to register for safety alerts and recall information; and (3) the
role of government in IoT security.
II.

Background on the FTC

The FTC is an independent administrative agency responsible for protecting consumers
and promoting competition. As part of its consumer protection mandate, the FTC enforces a
wide range of laws to protect consumers’ privacy and security. The primary law enforced by the
FTC, the FTC Act, prohibits unfair and deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce,
14
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including unfair and deceptive privacy and security practices. 19 In the context of IoT security,
this means that companies should maintain a reasonable security program and keep the promises
they make to consumers concerning the security of their devices. The FTC also enforces sectorspecific statutes that protect certain health, credit, financial, and children’s information, and has
issued regulations implementing each of these statutes. 20
The FTC has used its authority under these laws to protect consumers from insecure IoT
devices. 21 For example, in the TRENDnet case, the FTC alleged that the company engaged in
unfair and deceptive security practices related to its Internet-connected cameras. 22 The
complaint alleged that the company’s failure to reasonably test and review the camera’s software
for security problems; failure to encrypt data in storage and transit; and failure to monitor thirdparty security vulnerability reports led to a breach of private video feeds. 23 Likewise, in the
ASUS case, the FTC alleged that the company’s failure to reasonably secure its routers led to the
unauthorized access of consumers’ home networks. 24 The FTC’s enforcement actions send an
important message to companies about the need to secure and protect Internet-connected devices.
The FTC also has pursued numerous policy initiatives designed to enhance device
security in an Internet-connected world. For example, the FTC has hosted workshops on the
Internet of Things generally, 25 mobile security, 26 drones, 27 connected TVs, 28 ransomware, 29 and
19
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connected cars. 30 In its staff report from 2015 on the Internet of Things, the FTC made several
recommendations for security best practices, including recommendations that companies conduct
risk assessments, test their security measures before launching their products, train employees on
security, and monitor products throughout their life cycle. 31 In a more recent report on mobile
device updates, the FTC discussed the complex and often time-consuming process that
companies face when updating mobile devices. 32 While noting that industry participants have
taken steps to streamline the process, the report recommends that manufacturers consider taking
additional steps to deliver security updates to user devices faster. It also recommends that
manufacturers consider telling users how long a device will receive security updates and when
update support is ending. 33
To encourage consumers to implement security updates, last year the FTC held its IoT
Home Inspector Challenge, a public competition aimed at spurring the development of security
update-related IoT tools. 34 The winning contestant developed a tool to enable users with limited
technical expertise to scan their home Wi-Fi and Bluetooth networks to identify and inventory
connected devices. The tool would also flag devices with out-of-date software and other
common vulnerabilities, and provide instructions to consumers on how to update each of their
devices and fix other vulnerabilities. 35
Finally, the FTC engages in consumer and business education regarding IoT device
security. On the business education front, the Commission launched its Start with Security
initiative, 36 Stick with Security blog series, 37 and “Careful Connections” IoT guidance, 38 which
apply to businesses considering security issues in the IoT space. For example, the Commission’s
Careful Connections guide emphasizes a risk-based approach to device security, encouraging
device manufacturers to evaluate the risks to their devices and prioritize the allocation of security
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resources where they are most needed. 39 On the consumer education front, a consumer
education blog post describes the 2016 Mirai malware attack, in which the Mirai botnet, as
described above, attacked a service used by a number of popular websites like Netflix, PayPal,
and Twitter, knocking them offline. The education piece urged consumers to change default
settings and passwords and download the latest security updates for their IoT devices. 40
III.

Discussion

The CPSC requests comment on numerous issues. This comment focuses in particular on
three: (1) What are some best practices for predicting and mitigating against safety hazards? (2)
How can the CPSC encourage consumers to register for safety alerts and recall information? (3)
What is the appropriate role of government in IoT security?
A.

What are best practices for predicting and mitigating against safety hazards?

The FTC has provided IoT manufacturers with a host of guidance on how to predict and
mitigate against privacy, security, and safety hazards. The discussion in this section is premised
on the notion that there is no “one size fits all” approach to securing IoT devices. The level of
reasonable security will depend on many factors, including the magnitude of potential risks, the
likelihood of such risks, and the availability of low-cost tools to address the risks. This comment
focuses on guidance in three areas in particular: risk assessment; reasonable vendor oversight for
devices and other interdependent products; and software updates, product “expiration” dates, and
default settings.
1. Risk Assessment
As the CPSC is well aware, a risk assessment is a starting point for a company to evaluate
its security program. A risk assessment can help identify reasonably foreseeable threats and
hazards, and solutions for mitigating against such threats and hazards. While the IoT industry is
relatively new, companies have been conducting assessments to identity and mitigate against
threats and hazards for several years. Companies can build on 20 years of lessons learned by
security experts, who have already identified low-cost solutions to some common concerns
raised by the Internet of Things. 41
One example of a reasonably foreseeable risk is that hackers can compromise user
credentials to take over an IoT device. 42 The FTC has recommended that companies test
39
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authentication techniques and consider whether techniques, such as multi-factor authentication
(such as a password and a code sent to a phone) or biometric authentication, are appropriate. 43
The FTC has also recommended that companies consider risks at the point where a service
communicates with an IoT device, such as the interface between the device and the cloud. 44
Security experts have long warned against attack vectors such as cross-site scripting attacks,
where malicious scripts are injected into otherwise trusted websites, and cross-site request
forgery attacks, where unauthorized commands are sent from a user the website trusts. 45
Finally, the FTC has recommended that companies test a product’s security measures
before launch. There are readily available, free or cost-effective tools for most basic security
testing tasks—network scanning for open ports, reverse engineering of programming code,
checking password strength, and vulnerability scans. 46
2. Service Provider Oversight
While security protections are generally the responsibility of the manufacturer, IoT
devices often are a product of components and software from a variety of service providers. 47
Prior to selling their products to consumers, IoT manufacturers should take reasonable measures
to evaluate the overall security of those products, including any risks that their service providers
might introduce. 48 Companies should provide oversight by exercising due diligence in their
selection of service providers, incorporating security standards into their contracts, and taking
reasonable steps to verify compliance with those security standards on an ongoing basis. 49
In circumstances where companies have failed reasonably to oversee the security
practices of their service providers, the FTC has taken action. 50 For example, in its case against
BLU Products, the FTC alleged that a mobile device manufacturer had violated Section 5 of the
FTC Act by failing to maintain reasonable security when, among other things, it failed to
exercise oversight of its service provider. 51 In part, the FTC alleged that the company did not
even put in place basic contractual provisions requiring its service providers to maintain
0923093 (Mar. 11, 2011) (complaint), https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings/092-3093/twitter-inccorporation.
43
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https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Fuzzing.
46
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reasonable security. As a result of the company’s alleged failures, consumer data was put at an
unreasonable risk of unauthorized access. In this case consumers’ text message contents, call
and text logs, and real-time location were shared with a Chinese service provider that did not
have a business need for the information, in violation of the company’s privacy policy. 52
As another example, in the FTC’s recent case against Lenovo, the Commission alleged
that Lenovo preinstalled third-party ad-injecting software on its laptops that created serious
security vulnerabilities. 53 The complaint noted that, even after its service provider informed
Lenovo of security problems during the development of the software, Lenovo did not seek
further information and approved the software’s use on Lenovo laptops. 54 This was one factor,
among others, cited in the complaint alleging that Lenovo violated Section 5 by failing to
implement reasonable security in overseeing its vendors. 55
3. Ongoing Oversight, Updating, and Patching
The FTC has recommended that companies have an ongoing process to keep up with
security practices as threats, safety hazards, technologies, and business models evolve. This
involves at least two components.
First, companies should take steps to stay abreast of threats identified in the marketplace
by, for example, signing up for email updates from trusted sources; checking free databases of
vulnerabilities identified by security researchers; and maintaining a channel through which
security researchers can reach out about risks. 56 Indeed, in many cases, the FTC has alleged,
among other things, that the failure to maintain an adequate process for receiving and addressing
security vulnerability reports from security researchers and academics is an unreasonable
practice, in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act. 57
Second, companies should take reasonable steps to address threats to privacy, security
and safety after launching products, including by issuing updates and patches. In our recently
conducted study of mobile security updates, we found that the security update process varies
significantly among mobile device manufacturers, and although they have made improvements,
bottlenecks remain. 58 We encouraged all actors in the ecosystem to ensure that devices receive
security updates for a period of time that is consistent with consumers’ reasonable expectations.
Such support should be a shared priority, reflected in policies, practices, and contracts among all
parties involved in the creation of a device. 59 We also recommended that industry streamline the
52
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security update process. In particular, we noted that companies should patch vulnerabilities in
security-only updates when the benefits of more immediate action outweigh the convenience of a
bundling a security update with a functionality update. 60 Finally, we recommended that device
manufacturers consider giving consumers more and better information about security update
support. 61 Specifically, we recommended that manufacturers interested in providing security
update information consider adopting and disclosing minimum guaranteed security support
periods (and update frequency) for their devices. 62 We further recommended that they consider
giving device owners prompt notice when security support is about to end (and when it has
ended), so that consumers can make informed decisions about device replacement or postsupport use. 63
B.

How can the CPSC encourage consumers to sign up for safety alert and
recall information?

Although manufacturers can update some devices automatically, many devices require
consumers to take affirmative steps to install the update. In particular, consumers must know
how – and where – to check for security updates and how to install them. As the number of
devices within the home multiply, the task of updating devices could become increasingly
daunting. As noted above, in 2017, the FTC sponsored a prize competition under the America
Competes Act to assist consumers and drive innovation in this area. 64 Encouraging the
development of tools that allow consumers to monitor and maintain the security of their personal
IoT devices will likely bring more general awareness to the issue, in addition to direct benefits to
consumers that adopt those tools.
BCP staff recommends that the CPSC consider how companies might provide consumers
with the opportunity to sign up for communications regarding safety notifications and recalls for
IoT devices. Such a process could borrow from CPSC’s existing process of allowing consumers
to sign up for safety notifications regarding infant and toddler products. 65 That process in part
requires manufacturers and retailers of durable infant and toddler products to provide consumers
with a safety registration card for mail-in registration. The registration card must also include an
URL for online registration. 66 Given that consumers purchasing IoT devices necessarily have an
Internet connection, however, it is likely that online registration would be a more effective option
in the IoT space. 67
60
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Some consumers may be dissuaded from registering on the expectation that they will
receive unwanted marketing communications. Indeed, a recent survey showed that, while many
consumers like receiving marketing communications, 12 percent of consumers do not register
products because they do not want to share their personal information. 68 BCP staff recommends
that, to address potential concerns of these consumers, the CPSC should consider how companies
might offer consumers a choice, during the product registration process, about whether they want
to receive marketing communications. 69
C.

What is the appropriate role of government in promoting IoT safety?

At the CPSC’s IoT hearing, many panelists discussed the value of regulation and IoTspecific standards. 70 Although BCP staff does not take a position on whether or not the CPSC
should implement regulations relating to IoT device hazards, to the extent the CPSC considers
such regulation, we suggest that any such approach be technology-neutral and sufficiently
flexible so that it does not become obsolete as technology changes.
In addition, to the extent that the CPSC considers certification requirements for IoT
devices, 71 the CPSC should consider requiring manufacturers to publicly set forth the standards
to which they adhere. Such disclosures would improve transparency and provide consumers
with information to better evaluate the safety and security of their IoT products. The FTC could
use its authority under the FTC Act to take action against companies that misrepresent their
security practices in their certifications. This additional tool would provide an enforcement
backstop to help ensure that companies comply with their certifications. Examples of
enforceable statements to consumers could include statements on websites, on a retail packaging,
on the device itself, or in the user interface of the device.
relationship with customers and, in some instances, might be in a better position to effectuate notice of safety recalls
to purchasers.
68
See, e.g., New Study: Millennials and Affluent Consumers Want to Connect with Brands Immediately PostPurchase via Mobile, REGISTRIA (April 26, 2017) [hereinafter Registria survey],
http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/new-study-millennials-affluent-consumers-want-connect-with-brandsimmediately-post-purchase-2212124.htm (Registria also finds that 25 percent of survey respondents cite safety and
recall notifications as the most important reason to register their product). See also, “Should you register that new
product? Product-registration cards—and the info you put on them—aren’t always needed for warranty coverage,”
CONSUMER REPORTS (Dec. 2013), available at https://www.consumerreports.org/cro/2013/12/do-you-need-toregister-new-products-you-buy/index.htm (“When you buy a toaster or TV, or receive one as a gift, is it the
manufacturer’s business to ask about your income, education, hobbies, and car? Frankly, no. Nevertheless, many
products include registration cards harvesting personal information that companies then sell to marketers. The
companies get money; you get peppered with spam and sales pitches.”).
69
15 U.S.C. § 2056 (Consumer Product Safety Standards). See also, Contact/FAQ, Consumer Prod. Safety
Comm’n, https://www.cpsc.gov/About-CPSC/Contact-Information (discussing the CPSC’s authority to develop
voluntary standards, issue mandatory standards, and research potential hazards), and Voluntary Standards,
Consumer Prod. Safety Comm’n, https://www.cpsc.gov/Regulations-Laws--Standards/Voluntary-Standards/
(discussing the development of voluntary standards in collaboration with stakeholders, such as industry groups,
government agencies, and consumer groups).
70
CPSC IOT HEARING, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RdbpJ_eD98.
71
83 Fed. Reg. 13122 (Mar. 27, 2018) (“Should certification to appropriate standards be required before IoT devices
are allowed in the marketplace?”).
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IV.

Conclusion

BCP staff hopes that this information has been of assistance in furthering CPSC’s inquiry
into protecting consumers from the hazards associated with Internet-connected devices. The
FTC continues to devote substantial resources in this area and looks forward to working with
CPSC and other stakeholders to foster competition and innovation in the IoT marketplace while
protecting the safety of consumers.
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